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Description
Hi,
no hurry, but it is a feature that may be usefull
There are always some students that don't close there test and leave the platform.
As a result, there score is not visible by teacher, and teatchers call admin panicked.
We need to seek into the database table, track_e_exercices, find the line corresponding to the test, and empty field status.
Then it is ok.
May be platform admin may have a page when they see incompleted tests, and can close it if teachers need it ?
Subtasks:
Feature # 6521: Enhance Exercice/Live-stats feature to be able to see students doing th...

New

History
#1 - 09/07/2013 17:42 - Yannick Warnier
Isn't the "live stats" view a good half way solution for that?
#2 - 15/07/2013 02:38 - Yannick Warnier
- Status changed from New to Needs more info
- Assignee set to Hubert Borderiou
#3 - 07/08/2013 15:44 - Hubert Borderiou
Hi,
you are right, 'the "live stats" view a good half way solution for that'.
I didn't think of that, because I didn't see my student in live-stats (!?)
I did some investigation, and in the code there is :
$where_condition = " orig_lp_id = 0 AND exe_exo_id = $exercise_id AND start_date > '$now' ";
with
$now

= time() - 60*$minutes; //1 hour

It means that, in live stats, we just see users still doing the test less than 1 hour of the moment I check it.
I don't see all users that are doing the test (actually, didn't finish it).
To keep this tool working as now, and fit more needs, I suggest to be able to select the time from which we want to see live stats. (1 hour by
default).
Teachers will be able to check all ongoing tests, or, if there test last 2 hours, be able to see student that started the test more than 1 hour ago.
And for the need of this task, we could add a button, for platform admin only, to close or delete ongoing tests for student.
I'm going to create a task for this.
see https://support.chamilo.org/issues/6521
#4 - 09/04/2014 10:53 - Hubert Borderiou
- Target version set to 2.0
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#5 - 22/06/2015 09:46 - Hubert Borderiou
- Subject changed from Add an admin page for test, to see Incomplete tests to [1.9.10.x] Add an admin page for test, to see Incomplete tests
- Target version changed from 2.0 to 1.10.0
see https://chamilosimsu.wordpress.com/2015/06/18/comment-gerer-les-exercices-non-termines-des-etudiants/
i'm going to do it for 1.9.10.2
#6 - 22/06/2015 22:44 - Yannick Warnier
OK. We'd like to release an alpha (light code freeze for the database and slowing down the incorporation of new features) at the beginning of July, so
don't take too long :-)
#7 - 22/06/2015 22:44 - Yannick Warnier
- Status changed from Needs more info to Assigned
#8 - 06/07/2015 21:28 - Yannick Warnier
Should I move this to the next release? (I will do it if no feedback within 5 days)
#9 - 09/07/2015 01:15 - Yannick Warnier
- Target version changed from 1.10.0 to 2.0
Moving it sooner. I don't think Hubert is available at the moment.
#10 - 09/07/2015 08:49 - Hubert Borderiou
I did it for 1.9.6
see [[https://chamilosimsu.wordpress.com/2015/06/18/comment-gerer-les-exercices-non-termines-des-etudiants/]]
and I'll do it for 1.9.10.x
Not so complcated ^^ and very usefull.
best regards
#11 - 31/01/2016 23:55 - Yannick Warnier
- Target version changed from 2.0 to 3.0
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